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Rating: 1.5/5.0

CHICAGO – According to my YouTube history, unlikely animal friendships would likely be in my top 10 most watched videos, alongside DIY
home projects and finding out if that sharp pain means I’m dying. Something as simple as a cat and dog being bffs is adorable, but unlike
what “The Best of Enemies” would have you believe, two naturally opposing forces don’t always need to play nice.

“Based on a true story” is one of those terms that is thrown around pretty casually when it comes to film. It could mean anything from, “Hey,
we’re giving you most of these real events that happened!” to “These real people existed, but we basically made everything else up!”
Usually, if the story sounds too good to be true, it likely isn’t. In the case of activist Ann Atwater and former Klan leader C.P. Ellis, the real story
is stranger than fiction. “The Best of Enemies” follows the events that eventually lead Atwater and Ellis to become unlikely allies, and later,
lifelong best friends. This film offers a rare lesson that just because something is true, doesn’t mean it’s right.
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Writer/Director Robin Bissell makes his feature film debut with this look at race, tolerance, and understanding… or at least that’s what he would
have you believe. This is where the facts of the film come into play, and while Bissell admirably does little distort them, he fails to provide a
compelling enough context or a timely tone for why this story needs to be retold in 2019. As revisionist films like “Green Book” have proven,
the American audience is starved for white savior tales that downplay the issues of race just for a neat, amicable resolution that makes
(usually the white viewer) feel good about themselves. “The Best of Enemies”, while infinitely less cavalier with the truth than “Green Book”,
attempts to elicit that same empty catharsis with a misguided message about the power of compromise in all things.

Sure, compromise is usually the best solution when facing an equally unmoving, opposing force. We compromise every day and don’t even
realize it anymore. I just finished compromising with my partner saying that I would cook dinner if he washes the dishes. Small things like that
are where the idea of compromise belongs, and not when it comes to dealing with members of a hate group. “The Best of Enemies” highlights
how using empathy and trying to understand the ideology of the Ku Klux Klan is ultimately the best way to deal with them. I can get behind
trying to understand your enemy, but in the case of the KKK, it would be for the purpose that Sun Tzu and Machiavelli taught. There should
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never be any concessions made when one side’s views are based on hate and the invalidation of an entire group’s personhood. You know
what happens when you compromise in those situations? You get a resurgence of Nazis and a rebranding of the KKK as white nationalists.
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Terrible overall message aside, the film isn’t without its enjoyable parts. Bissell creates the perfect atmosphere for this period piece, bring
every scene to life with glorious detail. I’m not just talking about the set pieces and costuming, but even some of the minutia we don’t always
think about when watching period pieces. The most impressive part was the thought put into the heat and humidity happening in North
Carolina at that season. The thin, ever-present layer of sweat of the skin of every character even made me start to feel warmer.

Taraji P. Henson and Sam Rockwell make for a perfect on-screen sparring couple. They each command a powerful screen presence
whenever they are featured in a scene. Henson takes control of the film early on as the film establishes just why her fight for equality and
justice is so important. Unfortunately, we lose the strength of Henson’s character halfway into the film as the story shifts to highlight
Rockwell’s characters transformation from hate-monger to hero. The “moral” the story tries to grossly shoehorn not only has no place in our
contemporary society, but it also makes for a film that unjustly underutilizes Taraji P. Henson for much of the film. Just goes to show that the
person who does one right thing in a lifetime of wrong gets more praise than the person who had been doing good all their life.

“The Best of Enemies” opens everywhere on April 5th. Featuring Taraji P. Henson, Sam Rockwell, Babou Ceesay, Anne Heche, and Wes
Bentley. Directed by Robin Bissell. Written by Robin Bissell. Rated “PG-13”
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